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Abstract 
Recent studies carried on to create a software system model that enables human being of in-advance 
preventions against gun handheld attackers. This paper introduces a CNN application that assists 
classifying automated images. It detects arms carried by extremists to attack collective places. The 
objective behind the expert application is to alarm the public attendants of approaching danger. This 
system based on the retro propagation results. It promotes the level of safety and security among 
innocent people.  
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1. Introduction 

 
The idea of this paper springs out from the event that took place in a mosque in   New Iceland 

during performing one of prayers which Friday pray. An armoured man attacked brutally the Muslims 

present for Salat killing 51fifty one persons and leaving tens of injured and serious afflicted. Since no 

one was attentive or aware of the unpreceded in history, the offensive criminal slaughtered the innocent 

using a mechanic gun fixing a live digital camera on his forehead to record his terrible crime in the 

Facebook media [1]. It is clear that he dared stealthily to creep towards the target place where nobody 

felt his intention and deed. Though there were many victims, the criminal implemented his outrage and 

wicked act and attempted to escape. Fortunately, the police caught him in the spot. 
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The main theme of this scheme is to put external cameras on outside sites of mosques and other 

worship locations. These cameras receive the pictures and turn them into electrical impulses for 

transferring to a server where they are analyzed and render to useful warns against those comes who 

carry guns, pistols and mechanic weapons. This done prior the pictures coming into or approaching 

closely to mosques and Muslim-collective areas. The caught images are gathered and classified through 

an expert system of many phases. All conducted shortly.  

The expert program system is a software application that recognize the doubtful movements 

depending on prediction and anticipation of armoured terrorist’s attackers and snipers. Then the 

software sends, broadcast and announce [Danger] in advance.   

2. RELATED WORKS 

CNN is sort of deep learning (Deep NN), which is similar to a multi-layer Perception, but it 

differs in what the network learns, how it built, and what the goal is. The task of CNN is building a 

computer program capable of identifying a specific object in an image [2].   

Recently, with the rise of the Artificial Neural Network (ANN), these computational models are 

able to exceed the performance of previous forms of artificial intelligence in common machine-learning 

tasks. One of the most impressive forms is the Convolution Neural Network (CNN) used to solve 

difficult image-driven pattern recognition tasks [3]. This document provides an introduction to CNNs 

discussing recently published and newly formed papers in developing image recognition models.   

Networks neurons that self-optimize through learning. From the input raw image vectors to the 

final output of the class score, the entire of the network will still express a single perceptive score 

function (the weight). The last layer will contain loss functions associated with the classes, and all of 

the regular tips and tricks developed for traditional ANNs still apply [4]. The CNNs primarily used in 

the pattern recognition within images. This allows encoding image-specific features into the 

architecture.  

Today, some crimes taken place using handheld arms as guns, pistol and revolver. Surveys 

revealed that a handheld gun is the foremost weapon used for diverse crimes like burglary, rape, etc. 

[5]. Therefore, automatic gun detection is a prime requirement in current scenario and in this research; 

it presented automatic gun detection from cluttered scene using Convolution Neural Networks. 
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However, the project goal is to develop a CNN algorithm that detects criminals carrying weapons to 

reduce crime and maintain security in public places.  

This work describes an automatic handheld gun detection system i.e. CNN. Gun detection is a 

challenge because of occlusion process. This system with 93% accuracy, the utmost promising results 

been obtained. It presumes that by implementing the new method, the performance of the system can 

be refined and its real time processing essentials like complexity of space and time can be diminished 

[5] [6].  

Although this study classifies knives and weapons on image data sets using CNNs. These 

processes are independent by using artificial intelligence to contribute to the assessment of electronic 

evidence, which may be the object of criminal activity in judicial cases. In order to increase the acting, 

the number of classes must be raised, and create new dossier by utilizing various alternatives of the 

training dataset named dossier improving [7].  

ResNet denotes Residual Network and is a specific type of convolution neural network (CNN). 

It commonly used to power computer vision applications. Residual neural networks are a type of 

artificial neural network (ANN) forming networks by stacking residual blocks [8]. 

3. Proposed CNN Model for Mosque-Gun-Alarm Classification  

 
Introduced by in 1980 Kunihiko Fukushima, a Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is feed-

forward neural network [9] and improved in 1998 by Yann LeCan et.al [10], [11]. A CNN is formed of 

6 types of layers: an input layers, a convolution layer, a non-linear layer, a pooling layer, fully 

connected layer, and an output layers. Fig.1 illuminates a traditional CNN architecture. Convolution 

Neural Networks (CNN) are one of the most marked theories of deep learning, where multiple layers of 

neurons are piled in a solid manner.  

These layers are able to demonstrate an impressive generalization ability on large data sets with 

millions of images [12], [13] with color images and multiple channels. To train a CNN we state the 

mapping function using the feed-forward operation improving the loss function using evocative 

propagation techniques in particular, the sloped suitable algorithm. The CNN that we select for 

conducting a breast cancer classification is not a traditional CNN model. DenseNet [14] is a CNN 

model, which they take place of convolution non-linear and pooling layers with intensive blocks and 
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transition layers exploiting the original, CNN layers except the first convolution layer. Fig.2 shows out 

the first DenseNet model with three intensive blocks and two transition layers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the dataset, the pre-input dataset items collected from internet resources of albums that  

 

 

involve persons who carry or have guns. These are trained dataset for Matlab application to 

familiarized to the gunned bodies; these datasets are of three categories: persons of sticks whose 

images are taken from many corners of different shapes to provide the variant shapes of men who are 

close to the mosque or come into it, but only carrying only sticks. The second category of trained 

datasets are images of persons carrying guns (small and big). They portrayed from various directions. 

The barehanded passers-by are also stored to complete the featuring process that the application runs. 

Comparison, processing, analyzing and CNN classification are the processes these categories subjected 

to before the application sets out the alarm of danger. 

The aim behind the expert software is to get the mosque’s attendees off the approaching risk, 

danger, attacker, etc. in advance. Moreover, the expert system can protect the whole area of the 

anticipating attackers. A part from the major objective of the expert software system, the present people 

of worship venues could perform their rites and prayers in peace and tranquility  

The expert system software is an algorithm which relies on the so-called artificial intelligence 

where the data are managed totally by a computer system i.e. Convolution Neural Network. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1: CNN Convolution neural network 

 

Fig.2. DenseNet with three dense blocks architectures [14]. 
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4. Experiment and Result Analysis 

 
To test the operability of Matlab tools software the researchers conducted many experiments, 

which were, crowned with many success indicators. This step involves using CNN algorithm in the 

application using Matlab tools to running classification mechanism. This mathematic program operates 

equations, matrices, comparisons, contrasts on variants and variables of input images. The program 

dedicated according to its possibilities to cape with various images of classification-centered objects; 

men who carry guns of different shapes and types. The dataset is sorted building on the assumption of 

detailed and determined difference i.e.; men portrayed in different corners. As well, the input images of 

the MatLab tools taken to accommodate with that technical requirement.  

The results of the successful experiments were typically fulfilling of the sought-after goals 

behind designing such a smart application used Matlab tools. They were 90% to 100% successful. The 

three categories tested individually where great outcomes achieved. Fig.3 shows three categories 

selected randomize used CNN and ResNet library in MathWorks tools. The test has been done using 

the computer, the Matlab tools in the expert system (CNN Algorithm); the classification is processed 

the same with splendid results. Eventually, similar great results given when the researchers conducted 

the classification application relying on CNN algorithm. Fig.4 illuminates the network architecture of 

the Mosque-Gun-Alarm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.3 The three categories selected randomize used CNN and ResNet 
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Besides, Fig.5 shows the result of loaded image after many changing of the test image, which belong to 

the Man-Hold Gun category. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The major objectives of this paper are mainly to protect Muslims gatherings against abruptly carried 

out attacks implements by biases, extremists, terrorists and grouchiest around the world. Additionally, 

this auto-set commonly used to pre-shield the building and events that attract assemblages of VIPs or 

of sensitive nature. Government politicians, chief, political leaders can be protected adopting this 

application software. Again, this application made use by the gross seating on their bare places 

especially families with particular significance. Other public offices and personalities can exploit this 

 

Fig.5 The result of loaded image test belong to the Man-Hold Gun 
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application to prevent themselves against threats. As well, public institutions can fix this application on 

fences, gates and corridors to avoid in advance, and precaution its visitants.  

5. Conclusion  

 
Criminals have developed innovative and highly intelligent means to carry out the most heinous 

massacres, taking advantage of religious gatherings and places of worship. In addition, not far from the 

minds of the New Zealand mosque massacre, which claimed the lives of dozens of innocent people. 

Fortunately, the human mind has advanced and provided parallel technologies in its intelligence to 

what criminals and terrorists have invented. Thanks to the coil mental network systems integrated into 

computers, the researchers were able to develop an electronic brain and install it on the platforms of 

mass attendance at public events that bring together hundreds of people. The idea of the new system is 

to classify the human images of thousands of people grouped in one container, and then classify the 

images that contain a weapon or an automatic killing machine. Through the installation of many 

accurate and smart cameras at the entrances and campuses of gathering places, it is possible to 

proactively predict and warn in advance of the occurrence of danger. 

For further studies and improvements on this software, the researchers will proceed on the 

tendency of substitute the current algorithms CNN for another smarter algorithm to ensure auspicious 

results, best classification and predictional anticipation. 
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